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Abstract
In recent years, several studies have found that conspir-
acy believers tend to be more susceptible to cognitive
biases (e.g., conjunction fallacy, proportionality bias,
agency detection bias, etc.). The aim of this work is to
review such literature, systematizing these concepts in
a unifying framework of conspiracy mentality as a set
of biased cognitive processes, which categorizes cogni-
tive biases in two classes: those that contribute to belief
formation and those that contribute to belief updating.
Drawing on several empirical results, this paper sum-
marizes the role of cognitive biases in conspiratorial
thinking, offering some insights for future research and
raising questions about the possible weaknesses of this
approach.
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1 INTRODUCTION

Conspiracy theories (CTs) can be defined as attempts “to explain the ultimate cause of an event
as a secret plot by a covert alliance of powerful individuals or organizations, rather than as an
overt activity or natural occurrence” (Douglas & Sutton, 2008). Conspiracy beliefs are not mere
allegations of conspiracies: they are usually epistemically weak, since they are unfalsifiable—
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2 GAGLIARDI

any attempt to prove them wrong is considered as evidence supporting the theory (cascade logic,
Goertzel, 2010)—and relatively implausible, as they usually involve “preternaturally powerful and
sinister groups of individuals” (Brotherton & French, 2014).
Over the years, a growing number of studies have investigated conspiracism from several differ-

ent perspectives, constituting what we may call “conspiracy studies” (Hayward, 2022): a strongly
interdisciplinary field, which gathers efforts from psychologists, political scientists, historians,
philosophers, information scientists, computer scientists, and so on. For the purpose of this study,
however, we will mostly focus on advances coming from social and cognitive psychology, which
has found that conspiracy beliefs correlate with a wide range of constructs.
One stream of studies focused on lack of trust in institutions (e.g., Šrol et al., 2021) and lack of

interpersonal trust (Green & Douglas, 2018). Other researchers focused instead on the perception
of control loss, which in turn derives from feeling helpless and overwhelmed by significant events
(e.g., Stojanov&Halberstadt, 2020). Consequently, minorities that are alienated frommainstream
society, such as members of racial and ethnic stigmatized minorities (e.g., Thorburn & Bogart,
2005), of low-income groups (e.g., Mao et al., 2020) and ostracized people (Graeupner & Coman,
2017), showahigher endorsement of CTs. Finally, other social psychologists and political scientists
(e.g., Uscinski et al., 2021) focused on ideological attitudes that correlate with conspiracy beliefs.
For example, Nera et al. (2021) found that conspiracism involving powerful elites correlates with
political extremism, while conspiracism involving relatively powerless minorities correlates with
political conservatism.
Besides, several cognitive and social psychologists have looked into the cognitive dimensions

of CTs, investigating how styles of thinking, reasoning errors, and cognitive biases are related
to conspiracy beliefs (e.g., Brotherton & French, 2015; Douglas et al., 2016). In general, it has
been found that those who are more prone to such errors, are also more likely to believe CTs.
I argue this approach is an important step forward for conspiracy studies, as cognitive biases can
provide a common ground for scientists who come from different fields of knowledge, fostering
interdisciplinary research on such a multifaceted phenomenon.
So far, cognitive biases have been investigated in several judgment and decision domains,

including economic ones such as market forecasts (Camerer, 1987; Fisher & Statman, 2000),
financial decisions (Hirshleifer, 2015), entrepreneurship (Thomas, 2018), and so on. Within these
contexts, behavioral economicsmodels incorporate cognitive biases to explain howerrors of differ-
ent nature affect behaviors and decisions in these settings. For example, availability bias predicts
that investors who recently experienced low performances in stock returns tend to be more risk-
averse when investing (Malmendier & Nagel, 2011). Similarly, in conspiracy studies, cognitive
biases have been used to explain reasoning errors. For example, availability bias predicts that
over-exposure to a certain narrative can lead to over-estimation of its validity (Myers, 2019). Nev-
ertheless, despite the clear link between the behavioral economics approach to cognitive biases
and the cognitive psychological approach to CTs, behavioral economists have not investigated
conspiracism yet.
On the one hand, the integration between the fields of conspiracy studies and behavioral eco-

nomicsmight shed light on the cognitivemechanisms involved in conspiracy beliefs, while on the
other hand, it will enrich behavioral models with new insights, broadening their field of applica-
tion to social phenomena where CTs play a role, such as populism, vaccine hesitancy, and so on.
Moreover, this approach can benefit conspiracy studies as well, since it may provide a concep-
tual solution to a methodological problem. In fact, social scientists working on conspiracy beliefs
have been blamed of “pathologizing” believers (Basham, 2018), “creating a hostile intellectual
climate where different research projects seem to be talking past each other” (Napolitano, 2021,
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GAGLIARDI 3

p. 85) and portraying believers as “in need of a cure” (Basham & Dentith, 2016, p. 13). A number
of studies have reported negative traits correlated with conspiracy beliefs, such as the dark triad
(e.g., Ahadzadeh et al., 2021), paranoia (e.g., Imhoff & Lamberty, 2018), ormachiavellianism (Dou-
glas & Sutton, 2011). While such traits are never considered as truly clinical, and believing that
there is an actual agenda in conspiracy studies to depict believers as diseased is simply unreason-
able, it cannot be ignored that these lines of research have found very distinctive and unique traits
of conspiracism that might further polarize political discourse on the topic. Focusing on cognitive
biases and framing this subject in terms of universal errors of human judgment, instead, may help
in building amore inclusive and respectful environment, creating a common ground for believers
and nonbelievers.1
The aim of this paper is two-fold. On the one hand, it will provide a complete review of the avail-

able experimental evidence on the role of cognitive biases in conspiracy beliefs, derived mainly
from social and cognitive psychology. On the other hand, this work aims to provide researchers
from other fields, especially behavioral economists, with a tool that makes such insights easily
accessible.
To my knowledge, this is the first review that specifically attempts to survey available exper-

imental evidence on the role of cognitive biases in conspiracy beliefs, proposing a unifying
framework to systematize and classifies this broad range of phenomena. This classification is
motivated by the large variety of notions related to this research program; in fact, the locution “cog-
nitive bias” is used as an umbrella term for gathering a large set of phenomena that significantly
vary in nature (Curley et al., 2020). Thus, I classified cognitive biases by making a conceptual
distinction between those which contribute to the formation process of conspiracy beliefs and
those that contribute to the updating process. This classification is not necessarily a faithful rep-
resentation of how conspiracy endorsement naturally occurs, but it serves as a practical way to
systematize and organize the different concepts in this paper.
First of all, some basic definitions are required to develop such distinction. For the purpose

of this review, I will refer to belief formation as the process of exploiting already acquired infor-
mation to predict the unfolding of a new event, in order to build a personal representation of
its likelihood and its possible consequences. Among all the possible heuristics contributing to the
formation process, previous literature has identified the representativeness heuristic (e.g., Kahne-
man & Tversky, 1972; Brotherton & French, 2014) as the one that might be involved in the process
of formulating rapid judgments in order to detect patterns and agency. Such mental shortcut pro-
duces quick judgments based on the resemblance between the essential features of an object
(e.g., an event) to its parent population. Despite the average accuracy of such judgments, the
representativeness heuristic can yield systematic mistakes. In such cases, the features on which
judgments are based may include: (1) co-occurrence of two events which are unrelated, but they
are regarded as causally connected (causal conjunction fallacy—Brotherton & French, 2014); (2)
the “size” (in terms of public relevance and media resonance) of the effects, which must be pro-
portional to the “size” of the causes (e.g., Leman & Cinnirella, 2007); (3) the presence of agents
whose intentional behavior is a more representative explanation of the course of the events (e.g.,
Brotherton & French, 2015).
Second, I will refer to belief updating as the process of taking into account new pieces of belief

relevant information and incorporating it into previously held beliefs. This process implies that a
belief had been already formed and needs to be revised when new evidence (in favor or against
it) is encountered. According to previous literature, belief updating can be biased by three cogni-
tive errors: (1) confirmation bias can lead individuals to seek only for corroborating evidence,
that is, pieces of information which are consistent with previous beliefs, while neglecting or
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4 GAGLIARDI

misinterpreting contradictory evidence (e.g., Lord et al., 1979); (2) availability bias can lead indi-
viduals to base their revision process on the salience of new evidence (e.g., Tyler & Cook, 1984),
as repetition and/or emotional vividness may increase the ease by which someone recalls cer-
tain explanations of events (e.g., unofficial accounts that blame an unknown pyromaniac for the
fire, reported several times by different news sources); (3) overconfidence may lead individuals to
overestimate the accuracy of their own judgments, inducing them to pay less attention to experts’
opinions or other accounts, and to overestimate the explanatory power of their beliefs (e.g., Vitriol
& Marsh, 2018).
This work is organized as follows: Section 2 summarizes how literature has faced a paradigm

shift from generic belief systems to cognitive styles to explain conspiracy beliefs; Section 3 reviews
the cognitive biases involved in conspiracy beliefs formation; Section 4 reviews how conspiracy
believers update their beliefs in a biased way; finally, Section 5 looks into the limitations of the
heuristics and biases approach to conspiracy beliefs and provides suggestions for future research.

2 THE EVOLUTION OF THE THEORETICAL APPROACHES TO
CONSPIRACY BELIEFS

Throughout the years, conspiracy studies have faced a paradigm shift in theway conspiracy beliefs
have been conceptualized and studied. Specifically, they were first investigated as being part of a
belief system: from this perspective, CTs are regarded as beliefs which are deeply ingrained in
interrelated systems of other similar beliefs that mutually reinforce one another (i.e., the mono-
logical belief systems). Several scholars (e.g., Brotherton et al., 2013; Imhoff &Bruder, 2014) argued
that behind this system of connected beliefs, there is a generalized attitude towards society as a
whole, a “conspiracymentality”—although there is a large variability in how this single construct
is conceived.
However, the theoretical approach that is the most relevant for the purpose of this review is the

one that conceptualizes conspiracy mentality as the consequence of a cognitive style, rather than
a set of beliefs (van Prooijen et al., 2020). In the following subsections, I will discuss the evolution
of the notion of conspiracy mentality, from the single construct approach to the cognitive biases
approach.

2.1 The single construct approach to conspiracy beliefs

Before going into details on how cognitive biases influence conspiracy beliefs, we should first
focus on how and why scholars resorted to judgment and decision-making to explain this phe-
nomenon. The strongest finding in conspiracy studies is that believing one CT usually predicts
endorsement of many others, even uncorrelated ones (e.g., van Prooijen et al., 2015). Just to
mention a couple of examples, Goertzel (1994) found that on average people who believe that
AIDS was deliberately created in a government laboratory are more likely to believe that the FBI
was involved in Martin Luther King’s assassination. Recently, Miller (2020) found that Covid-19-
relatedCTs have a similar pattern of interrelations: peoplewho believe that the virus is a biological
weapon created by China are also more likely to believe that the virus was accidentally released
by the United States.
A lot of scientific speculations in conspiracy studies stemmed from these widely replicated and

robust results, most of them contributing to the so-called “single construct approach,” which
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GAGLIARDI 5

views CTs as a relatively homogeneous phenomenon. First, many scholars argued that there is
an underlying generic belief system that could explain this network of beliefs.2 Probably, the first
generic belief system account was offered by Goertzel (1994) himself, who deemed it as a “mono-
logical belief system,” inwhich each conspiracy belief reinforces the others.Monological believers
do not need factual evidence to back up each new CT they are about to endorse; instead, they rely
on their previous support for other CTs as a proof for the new ones. In other words, believing one
CT lowers the threshold for acceptability of other CTs.
One problemwith the generic belief system accounts is that quite often, for a single event, there

exists a number of CTs that are mutually exclusive. Nevertheless, scholars found evidence that
individuals endorse different theories even when they contradict each other. For example, Wood
et al. (2012) found that individuals who believe that Princess Diana was killed by the business
enemies of Dodi Al-Fayed also believe that Diana faked her own death. A similar pattern of results
in contradictory Covid-19-related conspiracy beliefs was recently found by Petrović and Zezelj
(2022).3
This contradiction has led scholars to believe that the generic belief system is not based on the

cohesiveness of the CTs, but rather on somemore profound individuals’ assumptions on society as
awhole. Following this line of reasoning, if an individual endorses two contradicting CTs, they are
not paying much attention to the content of such beliefs, but rather they support them because
they have an underlying distrust in institutions (Wood et al., 2012). This account of conspiracy
belief systems is consistent with Popper’s conspiracy theory of history (2002), which represents a
generic belief that historical events are determined by the will of few powerful groups of people.
This single construct approach has led other scholars to treat CTs endorsement as a generic atti-
tude towards reality, resulting in the construction of validated questionnaires, such as the Generic
Conspiracist Beliefs scale (Brotherton et al., 2013).
Finally, other scholars define the generic belief system as a mindset or a mentality; however,

there is a large variability in terms of definitions of such concepts. For example, Bruder et al.
(2013) defines “conspiracy mentality” as a one-dimensional construct that represents a “generic
susceptibility to explanations based on a conspiracy,” likening this sensitivity to CTs to an indi-
vidual difference. In another study, Imhoff and Bruder (2014) define “conspiracy mentality” as
a generalized political attitude, similar to social-dominance orientation or right-wing authoritar-
ianism. This inconsistency in defining the construct of conspiracy mentality may be a problem
for the field, as researchers often employ the same validated measures to investigate very dif-
ferent phenomenon. But beside the variability that muddles the notion of conspiracy mentality,
there is quite often a problem of circular thinking, as observed by Sutton and Douglas (2020):
a conspiracy mindset, defined as a general proneness to CTs, cannot be the cause itself of con-
spiracy beliefs. According to this view, conspiracy mentality cannot represent a causal account of
conspiracy beliefs, but merely an individual characterization with limited explanatory utility.4
However, for the purpose of this study, the most useful conceptualization of “conspiracy mind-

set” is probably the one offered by van Prooijen (2018). He observes that conspiracy mindset or
mentality should be considered as a general mental architecture, rather than a system of beliefs.
He motivates such argument by leveraging on several results (e.g., Aarnio & Lindeman, 2005;
Gligorić et al., 2021; Stoica & Umbres, 2021; van Prooijen & Acker, 2015) that have found a
link between conspiracy beliefs and other anomalistic beliefs, such as paranormal, superstition,
alternative medicine, and so forth.
The basic idea is that there is one or more underlying cognitive processes that can account for

all such beliefs which defy conventional understanding of reality, and that must be rooted in an
intuitive rather than analytic style of thinking (van Prooijen et al., 2020). From this perspective,
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6 GAGLIARDI

the construct of “conspiracymentality” is essentially a consequence of System 1 processes. Indeed,
several scholars (e.g., Badino, 2022; Denovan et al., 2020; Swami et al., 2014) refer to the famous
dual-system framework by Kahneman (2011), which postulates that individuals employ two dif-
ferent cognitive styleswhenmaking judgments: System 1,which is the automatic, heuristic-driven
style of thinking, and System 2, which is a more deliberate, slower and more analytical style of
thinking. Scholars argue that conspiracy believers, but also other anomalistic believers (paranor-
mal, alternative medicine, superstition, etc.) employ System 1 thinking for making judgments
on the likelihood of unlikely, if not impossible or supernatural, events. As Wagner-Egger (2022)
notes, the act of attributing significance to errant data as part of a larger plot—which is the core
reasoning behind conspiracism—is an act of intuition: for example, climate change deniers mock
scientists and activists during cold days, because occasional low temperatures are considered as
a proof that global warming does not exist. Back in January 2019, Donald Trump gave a perfect
example of this line of reasoning, by ironically begging global warming to “come back” to miti-
gate the coldest days of winter in the Midwest (Paul, 2019). Researchers have directly investigated
the link between conspiracy beliefs and lack of sophistication in reasoning. First of all, several
studies have found that conspiracism consistently negatively correlate with measures of analyti-
cal thinking (System 2) (e.g., Gligorić et al., 2021; Swami et al., 2014) and positively correlate with
measures of intuitive thinking (System 1) (e.g., Denovan et al., 2020; Pytlik et al., 2020). Moreover,
by priming System 2 thinking by themeans of a verbal fluency task, Swami et al. (2014) succeeded
in lowering CTs beliefs.
So far, we have discussed that there has been a paradigm shift in conspiracy studies: conspir-

acy beliefs are not simply a generic belief system, but, more broadly, they should be considered
as the consequence of a specific cognitive style. Of course, while cognition plays a fundamental
part in shaping conspiracy beliefs, social and attitudinal dimensions should not be neglected. We
argue that all of the cognitive mistakes reviewed in this paper are noncommittal with the social
or attitudinal motives behind such beliefs. Cognitive biases should be regarded in this context as
playing an activating role in conspiracy beliefs, but they are not the ultimate causes.5

2.2 Heuristics: Where do biases come from?

By linking conspiracy beliefs to cognitive biases, researchers usually imply that conspiracy men-
tality is a distorted consequence of System 1 processes. In fact, in the field of conspiracy studies, an
important stream of literature has focused on the link between dual process theory and conspir-
acy beliefs. Specifically, in several correlational studies, it has been shown that deliberation and
analytical thinking decrease conspiracy beliefs (e.g., Pennycook et al. 2015 , Rizeq et al. 2020). The
basic idea is that by increasing deliberation or by priming rationality, individuals are expected to
deliberate more, to be more aware of their logical fallacies, and thus to avoid intuitions that might
ultimately lead them to unwarranted beliefs (Swami et al., 2014).6
In turn, System 1 is based on heuristics, which are commonly defined as approximate cognitive

strategies or rules of thumb for problem solving and decision-making that do not guarantee an
accurate solution, but that typically yields reasonable and quick solution (Hertwig & Todd, 2002).
Heuristics are usually effective mental shortcuts, but can result in cognitive biases, which are
systematic deviations from rationality or normative standards and systematic errors in decision-
making and judgment (Haselton et al., 2005). Therefore, extending this line of reasoning, relying
too much on an intuitive style of thinking (System 1), and thus on heuristics, entails the risk of
committing cognitive biases, which ultimately leads to conspiracy beliefs.
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GAGLIARDI 7

As of now, there are several studies which investigate the link between cognitive biases and
conspiracism, but before reviewing that literature, it might be useful to investigate from which
heuristics biases might stem from. According to van Prooijen and van Vugt (2018), there are
two key cognitive processes that underlie conspiratorial thinking: pattern perception and agency
detection. Pattern perception refers to human’s ability to find cause-and-effect relationships
between stimuli: it is inherently adaptive and a necessary feature for our learning abilities. If one
individual, for example, is not able to learn that eating rotten food leads to poisoning, then she
might not be able to survive. Agency detection, instead, refers to human’s ability to attribute inten-
tions and motives to others’ behavior. Agency detection is a fundamental part of our social life:
humans are able to empathize with others thanks to this cognitive mechanism. However, both
these processes can have distortive effects on beliefs whenever an over-perception of patterns or
an over-detection of agency occurs. These distorted processes have been studied in terms of cogni-
tive biases, which will be reviewed in the following section. But first, I propose an interpretation
of these two key processes in light of one heuristic, which can systematically produce errors.
I argue that both these key features of human cognition can be framed in terms of representa-

tiveness heuristic, which is a mental shortcut aimed to assess the likelihood of an event based on
“the degree to which (i) it is similar in essential characteristics to its parent population, and (ii)
reflects the salient features of the process by which it is generated” (Kahneman & Tversky, 1972,
p. 431). In other words, when we assess the likelihood of an event, we do not base our judgment
on probabilistic data, but rather on stereotypes. For example: if we were introduced to two new
people, Mark and John, and we were told that one is an accountant and the other is a rock star,
we would look for stereotypical cues that might be revealing of their occupation. If one is wearing
glasses and a shirt, we might consider it more likely that he is the accountant, rather than the
rockstar, and that is because we compare his look to the stereotypical accountant’s look versus
the stereotypical rockstar’s look.
One should note that it might well be possible that a member of an occupational group does

resemble their group stereotype (e.g., rockstars may have a tendency to dress unconventionally),
but that is not necessarily true (Gilovich & Savitsky, 2002). Similarly, in their classic experiment,
Kahneman and Tversky (1974) asked participants to rate the likelihood that a fictional person
called Steve was a librarian or a farmer, after having described him as “very shy and withdrawn,
invariably helpful, but with little interest in people, or in the world of reality [. . . ], a meek and tidy
soul, he has a need for order and structure, and a passion for detail”. Again, based on the (alleged)
stereotype of a librarian, subjects overrated the likelihood that Steve was a librarian.
Stereotypes can also be derived frombasic concepts of reality, such as the notion of randomness.

Experiments in which individuals were asked to simulate the sequence of outcomes produced by
tossing a fair coin for several times (e.g., Rapoport & Budescu, 1997) or to guess the outcome of
tossing an imaginary coin in sequence (e.g., Kareev, 1992) provided evidence of intuitive, non-
normative judgment making, as subjects showed biases such as the law of small numbers (i.e.,
erroneously considering small samples as representative of thewhole population fromwhich they
are drawn—Rabin, 2002) or gambler’s fallacy (i.e., tendency to believe that there are systematic
reversals in random sequences—Rabin & Vayanos, 2010). Both these phenomena are related to
the concept of local representativeness (Bar-Hillel & Wagenaar, 1991), whereby individuals have
low expectations of long streaks in random sequences (e.g., four consecutive heads in a sequence
of outcomes produced by tossing a fair coin five times).
Judgments of similarity or resemblance, however, not only influences assessments of frequency

and classification problems, but it can also have an effect on judgments on cause-and-effect rela-
tionships. In fact, the basic principle behind this heuristic can be translated into the motto “like
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8 GAGLIARDI

causes like” or “like goeswith like,” which is often referred to law of similarity (Rozin&Nemeroff,
2002). This principle states that the causes of an event should resemble its consequences. For
example, in Ahn and Bailenson’s (1996) study, subjects attributed themain cause of an accident to
a driver who was short-sighted and not wearing lenses, even when she had never had an accident
before. Also, the co-occurrence of two events can be considered as a proof of causal relationship
(MacDonald, 2000). For example, if a person has itchy eyes when petting a dog (two co-occurring
events), it might be rational to think that she has an allergy (itchy eyes is a common symptom for
allergies to animals), but these cues might well be unrelated.
It is worth noting that different authors have argued that representativeness heuristic con-

tributes to several erroneous beliefs. For example, Gilovich and Savitsky (2002) argued that
representativeness heuristic is connected to erroneous beliefs in the medical domains; in fact,
homeopathic remedies are literally built on the law of similarity. Homeopathic theory postu-
lates that diseases must be cured by administering the very same substances that caused them,
but in highly diluted quantities. Other authors refer to this as the “homeopathic heuristic”
(Kanwisher, 1989), arguing that such erroneous beliefs can actually be dangerous for people
health, as antidotes often donot resemble their effects,making homeopathic remediesmere place-
bos and leading people to not seek for proper cures. Other examples of distorted beliefs produced
by representativeness heuristic can be found in astrology, where zodiac signs are supposedly asso-
ciatedwith personality traits, and there is a surprising concordance between the sign’s symbol and
the alleged features (Zusne & Jones, 1989). For example, a Libra is supposed to be well balanced, a
Lion is supposed to be fierce, and a Virgo is supposed to be shy andmodest. Finally, even Freudian
theory has been criticized for employing representativeness shortcuts (Nisbett & Ross, 1985), as
the interpretation of symbols in psychoanalytic theory (for example, dream interpretations) often
rely on some resemblance judgments: for example, a man dreaming about a snake is thought to
be concerned with his penis (or his sexuality).
All of these above-mentioned systems of beliefs are driven by representativeness judgments,

but they are all somewhat fallacious. Homeopathic remedies have been shown to be ineffective
in several double-blind randomized clinical trials (see Mathie et al., 2014), zodiac signs are not
correlated with personality traits in any way (see Carlson, 1985) and Freud’s dream interpreta-
tion is simply impossible to test experimentally (Ruby, 2011)—one dream might yield dozens of
meanings, depending on the analyst. We can argue that representativeness-driven reasoning can
produce erroneous beliefs. But how does it systematically produce errors? In Section 3, we are
going to review which representativeness-induced biases are relevant for conspiracy beliefs, but
before looking into experimental results on each cognitive bias, it is useful to review what pre-
vious literature has argued, on a general level, about the role of these phenomena in conspiracy
beliefs.

2.3 Perspectives on the role of cognitive biases

Generally speaking, several authors have offered different perspectives on how cognitive biases
contribute to conspiracy beliefs. One proposed link between cognitive biases and conspir-
acism lies in styles of thinking and it has a meta-cognitive nature. For instance, Swami et al.
(2014, p. 581) argue that analytic thinking fosters “careful and deliberate processing of informa-
tion,”which in turnmakes individuals paymore attention to their own cognitive biases, ultimately
preventing them to endorse conspiracy beliefs. If this hypothesis was true, then a lack of meta-
cognitive ability may impair reasoning both in the formation and in the updating phases. For
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GAGLIARDI 9

example, when collecting evidence to form a new belief on a certain event, a subject who is not
aware of her instinctive preference for proportional or intentional explanations might formu-
late erroneous judgments, ultimately leading to a conspiracy belief. Similarly, a subject who is
not aware of the self-protecting cognitive strategies she exploits to avoid disconfirming evidence,
might distort their information-seeking behavior when updating her beliefs.
Moreover, if the meta-cognitive hypothesis was confirmed, then cognitive interventions to

reduce biases, such as de-biasing strategies, might provide a practical tool to mitigate conspir-
acism. Individuals may be prompted to re-evaluate the evidence they use to back up the CTs they
endorse, inhibiting intuitions and heuristic-driven thoughts, through a meta-cognitive process
that enhances self-awareness.
However, the link between the style of thinking and conspiracy beliefs is not as straightforward

as it may appear. Not only this account mostly relies on correlational studies which may have
methodological issues (e.g., Gagliardi & Rusconi, 2023; Smallpage et al., 2022), but it may also
present theoretical weaknesses (Bago et al., 2022). Even if people are made to deliberate more,
they might lack the technical or historical knowledge to evaluate many traditional or new CTs.
Thinking more slowly may improve the quality of reasoning, but only if one has the actual pos-
sibility to think more soundly about the problem (Lawson et al., 2020). Also, certain cognitive
biases, such as confirmation bias, are enhanced by deliberation (Dickinson & Kakoschke, 2021).7
Other authors, instead, focused on the purpose of cognitive biases, which are often employed

as strategies to reduce cognitive dissonance derived from encountering conflicting evidence. For
example, biases that revolve around information avoidance (e.g., ostrich effect, confirmation bias,
etc.) may be employed to reduce the effect of disconfirming evidence. This hypothesis about the
specific role of cognitive biases in the domain of conspiracy studies was recently introduced by
Hattersley et al. (2022) as the Overfitting Hypothesis. The idea is that some CTs are more implau-
sible than others when they attempt to over-fit conspiracy-related data, while performing poorly
to explain wider data that fall outside the limited subset of data. For instance, one CT (e.g., the
Earth is flat) may explain a limited set of data (e.g., a picture of the horizon which appears flat)
but performs poorly to explain wider data (e.g., pictures of the Earth taken from space). This fea-
ture is consistent with the unfalsifiable nature of CTs, which incorporates any new disconfirming
pieces of evidence into the theory itself (Goertzel, 2010). Thus, in the previous example, someone
who holds a strong conviction that the Earth is flat, may discredit the source of the pictures taken
from space and hypothesize that they are actually part of the plot. In this case, confirmation bias
would kick in serving the intentional purpose of neglecting or discrediting a disconfirming piece
of evidence to reduce dissonance.
The Overfitting Hypothesis also resonates with the account of cognitive biases as motivated

reasoning. According to Bénabou and Tirole (2016), cognitive distortions are not blind violations
of normative rules of behavior, but rather they are oriented to make beliefs advantageous to the
self, reinforcing previously held beliefs. From this point of view, a confirmation bias entails an
information-seeking behavior aimed to preserve some held conviction which, in some cases, may
be relevant to one’s identity.
On a similar note, Miller et al. (2016, p. 826) present conspiracy beliefs as a form of moti-

vated or “directional” reasoning, in which individuals are strongly motivated to follow reasoning
processes “aimed at bolstering or maintaining their attitudes in the face of attitude-challenging
information.” Their argument seems to disregard the idea that CTs are linked to sophistication
and knowledgeability, leveraging on a wealth of literature that shows how, for instance, confir-
mation bias affects people’s judgments independently of how sophisticated they are (e.g., Kahan
et al., 2017) and in some cases it is even exacerbated by the level of knowledge (e.g., Taber & Lodge,
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10 GAGLIARDI

2006). To support this argument, Miller et al. (2016) suggest that more knowledgeable and sophis-
ticated individuals hold stronger political attitudes, and thus, they have more reasons to protect
their beliefs, engaging in a “worldview-confirming” motivated reasoning.
This last argument on the role of distorted cognitive processes in conspiracy beliefs is, at least

apparently, in stark contrast with Swami et al. (2014)’s meta-cognitive account of higher sophis-
tication leading up to higher self-awareness of biases and reduced conspiracy beliefs. However, I
argue that these two accounts are not necessarily in contradiction and that the issue may be sim-
ply related to what we mean by “cognitive biases.” As a term, it is often used with a very broad
meaning, gathering a set of widely different phenomena. Just to mention a couple of examples
which will be further discussed in the following sections, conjunction fallacy (Tversky & Kahne-
man, 1982) and confirmation bias (Nickerson, 1998) violate two very different normative rules of
reasoning, but they are both classified as systematic judgment errors and often put on the same
logical level (e.g., Binnendyk & Pennycook, 2022; Stall & Petrocelli, 2022), despite recent calls for
more parsimony and preciseness in bias research (Oeberst & Imhoff, 2023).
One may argue that bolstering sophistication and analytic thinking might indeed lead an indi-

vidual to be less susceptible to conjunction fallacy, which is a violation of a probabilistic rule,
thus confirming Swami et al. (2014)’s hypothesis, but that does not necessarily apply also to con-
firmation bias, which is a violation of a normative belief-updating rule and it has a self-serving
nature. Hence, it is not possible to argue, at least not at the general level, that self-awareness of any
cognitive biases through increased analytical thinking or deliberation ultimately leads to reduced
conspiracy beliefs.
Thus, because of the impossibility to draw a general line on a set of extremely varied phe-

nomena, in this paper, I propose a different, probably more simplistic approach, for classifying
cognitive biases in terms of how they contribute to conspiracist ideation. As stated before, this
approach does not necessarily describe how conspiracism naturally occurs, but it serves as a
didactic way to classify the plethora of phenomena generally classified as “cognitive biases” in
conspiracy studies. Specifically, the proposed classification categorizes biases based on when they
intervene in the conspiracy ideation, separating those that kick in before the belief is formed and
those that enter later in the process, when one belief has been already formed.8

3 COGNITIVE BIASES CONTRIBUTING TO CONSPIRACY BELIEFS
FORMATION

Although the representativeness heuristic, just like any other simplified rule of thumb, often
produces accurate results, it might still produce systematic mistakes. Indeed, representativeness
heuristic is a model of thinking rooted in bounded rationality and based on stereotypes—in other
words, it is defined as an “attribute substitution model” for which individuals who must formu-
late a complex judgment substitutes such task with an attribute that can bemore easily computed
(Kahneman, 2003), providing fast judgments under conditions of limited cognitive resources.
Moreover, representativeness is deeply linked to categorization, which is a fundamental feature of
human perception and understanding of theworld: in fact, the judgments of similarity necessarily
imply the existence of categories in our minds.
In the classification proposed by this paper, systematic errors deriving from representativeness

heuristic are classified as formation biases. By that, I mean that the following errors contribute to
the formation of a conspiracy belief that before that moment did not exist (i.e., prior). Instead, the
errors reviewed in Section 4 necessarily imply that a prior already existed. Thus, the classification
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GAGLIARDI 11

proposed here mainly relies on the moment in which cognitive distortions occur in the process,
rather than their function: an ante-beliefmoment (when no prior exists) and a post-beliefmoment
(when a prior already exists).

3.1 Conjunction fallacy

One important set of cognitive biases stemming from the representativeness heuristic derive from
violations of probabilistic rules.9 A very famous example of this is the “Linda problem” (Tversky
& Kahneman, 1982), that is an experiment in which subjects are asked to read a description of a
fictional character named Linda, “a 31-years-old, single, outspoken and very bright” woman, who
studied philosophy and is very passionate about social issues. After reading such text, subjects
are asked which of the following sentences is more likely: “Linda is a bank teller” or “Linda is a
bank teller who is active in the feminist movements.” Subjects who overestimated the likelihood
of the second sentence violated a very simple law of probabilities: the occurrence of two events in
conjunction is always less than or equal to the probability of one occurring alone (however, see
Gigerenzer, 1991). Nevertheless, since the second sentence matches more the stereotyped descrip-
tion of an activist, people attribute more likelihood to the conjunction rather than to the single
event. The tendency to make this logical mistake is called conjunction fallacy and its effect is
particularly strong when individuals can find a causal pattern that links the two events (Nestler,
2008). Thus, the conjunction fallacy facilitates the formation of a new belief that there exists a
causal link between two co-occurring events. For this reason, conjunction fallacy was classified
as a formation bias, as it does not imply the existence of a prior to operate.
In order to see this bias at work, let us consider the example of the “umbrella man” (Cutler,

1995). Seconds before the assassination of John F. Kennedy, aman, later identified as Louie Steven
Witt, had been seen opening an umbrella in the background of the scene. Some conspiracy theo-
rists considered this as a sign for the killer that it was the right time to shoot. In reality, decades
later, during an interview, Louie Steven Witt admitted that he had opened the umbrella as a joke
to the President: back in the days, in fact, opening a black umbrella during a public event was
considered as a sign of protest against nazis (Morris, 2011). Here, it is clear that two unrelated
events (the assassination and the umbrella opening) are considered as being causally related just
because they co-occur in the same place and at the same moment, hence the conjunction fallacy
led up to the infamous Umbrella Man CT.
Conjunction fallacy has been directly studied in the conspiracy beliefs domain by Brotherton

and French (2014). In their study, susceptibility to conjunction fallacy was measured by using a
modified version of the Scenario Judgement Questionnaire (Rogers et al., 2009), which is a scale
consisting of 24 vignettes describing a situation (e.g., “Leanne arrives home late one evening after
visiting her sister, who lives six miles away, and goes to bed. Leanne rarely has nightmares, but
this night she is awakened by a particularly frightening dream.”), followed by three statements
that subjects were asked to rate in terms of likelihood. The first two statements included a sin-
gle explanation for the vignette (e.g., “Leanne dreams that a house is on fire” and “a fire breaks
out in Leanne’s sister’s house”), while the third included the first two explanations in conjunc-
tion, linked together by a causality statement that implied some conspiratorial or paranormal or
neutral event (e.g., “Leanne dreams that a house is on fire, and a fire breaks out in Leanne’s sis-
ter’s house”—paranormal themed example). Each judgment attributing more likelihood to the
conjunction statement represented a conjunction error. About 76.9% of the sample committed at
least one conjunction error for the conspiratorial items (against 69.2% for the paranormal items
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12 GAGLIARDI

and 87.9% for the neutral items). Researchers also found that susceptibility to conjunction errors
correlated with beliefs in CTs (measured by the Generic Conspiracy Beliefs scale) more than with
paranormal beliefs, regardless of the error types (neutral, conspiratorial, or paranormal). This
result seems to point out that susceptibility to conjunction fallacy for conspiracy believers is not
domain-specific, implying that those who fall for CTs are generally more prone to overestimate
that likelihood of co-occurring events causally linked together. Authors suggest that this is due
to the fact that “[conspiracy] theories often rely on a confluence of events being subsumed under
a singular narrative.” In other words, conspiracy believers may perceive conjunctions as more
representative explanations than singular causes for events.
On a similar note, Dagnall et al. (2017) investigated the link between conspiracism and sus-

ceptibility to conjunction fallacy (and errors in perception of randomness). In their study, they
employed two different measures of conspiracism (the aforementioned Generic Conspiracy
Beliefs scale and the General Measure of Conspiracism scale by Drinkwater et al., 2012), one of
paranormal beliefs (Revised Paranormal Belief scale by Tobacyk &Milford, 1983), plus a scenario
questionnaire to measure conjunction errors. They only partially replicated results from previ-
ous works; in fact, they found that while susceptibility to conjunction errors predicted conspiracy
beliefs, errors in perception of randomness predicted paranormal beliefs, which were only weakly
related to conjunction fallacy. Dagnall et al. (2017) dismissed as an overgeneralization previous lit-
erature (e.g., Brotherton & French, 2014) which linked paranormal and conspiracy beliefs on the
basis of susceptibility to conjunction errors. Such assumption, they argue, neglects “the complex
and varied nature of unusual/unconventional beliefs.”Wabnegger et al. (2021) replicated previous
studies by designing a similar method to Scenario Judgment Scenario (Rogers et al., 2009), but in
their study, the main topics of the statements included in the questionnaire were Covid-19-related
CTs andmiraculous healing, apart from a control condition, in which the themewas neutral. One
Covid-19-related vignette was: “The Bill Gates Foundation fights against Corona,” and the state-
ments were (a) “The Bill Gates Foundation strives for a high vaccination rate” (single); (b) “The
Bill Gates Foundation strives for a high vaccination rate and thus wants to increase its wealth”
(conjunction).10 In their study, 74% of participants made at least one conjunction error through-
out all conditions and 64% made at least one in the conspiracy condition. Covid-19-related errors
were only predicted by conspiracy beliefs, that is, for each increase of one point in the question-
naire (Generic Conspiracy Beliefs scale), the likelihood of committing one conjunction error rose
by 33%. Thus, these results successfully replicated previous literature (Brotherton & French, 2014;
Rogers et al., 2009).
Similarly, Drinkwater et al. (2018) found that proneness to conjunction fallacy predicts beliefs

in PRS (i.e., a common theme in many CTs where a powerful elite manipulates the population
by introducing a problem and then proposing their own means to solve that problem). In their
paper, they proposed that conjunction errors in conspiracy studies entail two processes: first, a
misperception of chance and second, the attribution of causation to a higher power (in the case of
PRS). Another studywhich successfully replicatedBrotherton andFrench (2014) isMoulding et al.
(2016), which also measured conjunction fallacy by the means of Scenario Judgment Question-
naire and found that a proneness to fall for this type of error correlates with conspiracist ideation.
Similarly, but by employing a substantially different scenario questionnaire, van der Wal et al.
(2018) also found that perceiving an underlying cause or a pattern between a streak of consistent
events correlate with conspiracy beliefs.
Overall, the evidence reviewed so far seems to support the idea that conspiracy mentality could

indeed be driven by a set conjunction fallacy, which not only contributes to conspiracy studies,
but also to other anomalistic beliefs. In fact, previously, other authors studied conjunction fallacy
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GAGLIARDI 13

in relation to paranormal beliefs, with mixed results. Dagnall et al. (2007), for example, found no
correlation, but their study was criticized for sampling issues and scales quality (Rogers et al.,
2009). Later, Rogers et al. (2009, 2011) investigated the very same phenomenon by employing
superior methods and found patterns of results that are similar to Brotherton and French (2014):
paranormal believers are more prone to conjunction fallacy, regardless of the content of the con-
junctions. These results, combined with those which show an association between paranormal
and conspiracy beliefs (e.g., van Prooijen & Acker, 2015), seem to suggest that the set of cognitive
processes underlying anomalistic systems of beliefs may even be the same.

3.2 Jumping-to-conclusions bias

Another representativeness-related cognitive bias, which has been investigated in the field of con-
spiracy studies, is the jumping-to-conclusion bias (JTC), which is defined as the tendency to stop
collecting evidence relatively soon before making a decision (Moritz & Woodward, 2005). Thus,
in the domain of conspiracy beliefs, JTC represents a tendency to produce hasty judgments after
having collected relatively little evidence. Consequently, in the categorization proposed by this
paper, JTC is classified a bias contributing to the formation of beliefs, as it does not imply the
existence of a prior to operate.
This phenomenon is usually measured by employing a beads task (Huq et al., 1988) in which

subjects are shown two jars containing two types of beads in an opposite ratio (e.g., 60% black and
40%white, and vice versa). Subjects are subsequently presented with one bead at a time from only
one jar and in each round, they are asked whether they’re ready to guess fromwhich jar the beads
are drawn. The sooner they stop collecting evidence, the more they’re affected by JTC bias. JTC
bias has been observed in several cases of delusions formation (Garety et al., 2013).
The first study, which assessed the link between JTC bias and conspiracy beliefs, wasMoulding

et al. (2016). Authors employed a modified version of the beads task, called “fish task,” in which
subjects are faced with a scenario involving a fisherman fishing two differently colored species of
fishes from two possible lakes, A and B. Lakes contains opposite ratios of fishes (e.g., A contains
70 red fishes and 30 blue fishes, while B contains 30 blue fishes and 70 orange fishes). Subjects
are presented with one fish after the other, in sequence (e.g., RBRRBRBRRB), and at each step,
they are asked to guess whether the fish was fished from lake A or lake B. The basic measure of
this bias was the number of draws to decision, thus the lower the number of draws, the higher
the tendency to “jump to conclusions.” They found a strong correlation between JTC bias and
conspiracist ideation, strengthening the link between processes of paranoia and conspiracism;
but more interestingly, they included a measure of belief in historically true CTs, and found that
JTC bias is more strongly related to belief in false CTs.
Similar results were found by Pytlik et al. (2020), who found that subjects showing a higher

JTC bias in the fish task were also more prone to endorse CTs and showed a stronger tendency
to adopt an intuitive thinking style. On a similar note, Kuhn et al. (2021) replicated Pytlik et al.’s
results by employing an analogous fish task to measure JTC bias in a sample of German-speaking
subjects, specifically focusing on conspiracy beliefs related to coronavirus.11
Another recent work by Hattersley et al. (2022) expanded previous studies on JTC bias by

hypothesizing that reasoning biases serve the purpose of reducing the dissonance between a
false narrative and wider data that need to be fitted in the CT. Thus, they investigated whether
believing more implausible CTs (i.e., false narratives, which account well for a limited set of data
but explain poorly data outside this subset of data) correlates with cognitive-reducing biases (i.e.,
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14 GAGLIARDI

cognitive strategies, which minimize the costs of holding implausible beliefs, such as informa-
tion avoidance). Among these, authors included a task to measure JTC bias, which varied slightly
from the fish task or the beads task, but essentially took into consideration the number of draws
before decision. As predicted, they found that belief in implausible CTs, but not plausible ones,
correlates with lower decision thresholds in the JTC task, a pattern of results that is consistent
with the original results by Moulding et al. (2016).

3.3 Proportionality bias

Resemblance might also be perceived between the alleged cause and the effect of certain events.
If the cause resembles the effect, then some individuals might be biased towards thinking that a
similarly looking cause is more likely of an explanation for a certain event. One of the features
on which the cause-effect resemblance judgment can be made is the size: some scholars have
argued that people might seek for explanations that are proportional to the consequence of the
phenomenon. Hence, an event with big consequences (e.g., a pandemic) must have big causes
(e.g., a secret conspiracy for reducingworld’s population) rather than small causes (e.g., a spillover
coming from a bat). A very clear example of this is when superstitious craps shooters adjust their
dice roll depending on whether they need to get a high or a low number (Henslin, 1967). In order
to get a low number (small effect), superstitious shooters tend to roll slowly (small cause); for
big numbers (big effect), instead, they tend to roll energetically (big cause). Thus, proportionality
bias contributes to the formation of a belief about the likelihood that a certain event is the cause
of another based on their resemblance. It does not require the existence of a prior to operate, thus
it was included in the class of cognitive biases contributing to the formation phase.
In the conspiracy beliefs domain, the first study trying to assess a link between conspiracy

beliefs and proportionality bias was conducted by McCauley and Jacques (1979). In their first
study, authors asked subjects to rate the likelihood that the sniper who attacked a fictional presi-
dent was part of a conspiracy (big cause) or was alone and unaided (small cause), after having read
that the shooter had shot and killed him (big effect) or shot and missed him (small effect). The
authors found that subjects who read that the president was killed were more likely to endorse
the CT.
In an attempt to replicate this study and further explain the link between CTs and need for pro-

portional explanations, Leman and Cinnirella (2007) found evidence that supports the existence
of such “major event-major cause” bias, but also found that individuals are all equally suscep-
tible to such inferential mistake, regardless of their prior support for CTs; hence, it should not
be the case that those who endorse CTs are more prone to commit proportionality bias. However,
Leboeuf andNorton (2012) found that subjects weremore likely to endorse a CT if theywere asked
to explain an event that had larger social consequences: for example, subjects were more likely to
believe that the president J. F. Kennedy was killed by a conspiracy when they were told that his
assassination prolonged theVietnamWar, causing 40,000 deaths, with respect to the group of sub-
jects who were told the opposite version of the story (75 vs. 64%). When subjects are able to match
causes and consequences in such way, they feel more confident about the causal relationship they
identified.
A preference for size consistency between effects and explanations was also found in four

different studies by van Prooijen and van Dijk (2014). Specifically, they found that when reading
about an event with big consequences (a lethal car crash involving an African political leader of
the opposition), subjects held stronger conspiracy beliefs, compared with the condition in which
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GAGLIARDI 15

they read about an event with small consequences (a nonlethal car crash involving the same
leader). More interestingly, however, this effect was mediated by perspective taking, as only the
subjects who were asked to imagine themselves as citizens of Benin, thus assuming the point
of view of African citizens, suffered from proportionality bias. This result suggests that heuristic-
driven sense-makingmay bemediated by a social dynamic in which individuals take into account
the reference group’s perspective, which has been damaged by a highly relevant and potentially
harmful event, such as the death of a political leader.

3.4 Agency detection bias

Another dimension on which the resemblance judgment can be based is agency. Explanations of
events could sound more convincing when they imply the presence of agents that actively cause
certain occurrences. As seen before, CTs always imply agency by definition: nothing happens
randomly, but things happen because someone planned it that way. Hence, those who tend to
overattribute agency might be more prone to endorse CTs. Moreover, agency detection bias has
been found to play a fundamental role in other anomalistic beliefs, such as paranormal beliefs
(e.g., Riekki et al., 2012) and religious beliefs (e.g., Petrican & Burris., 2012). Such bias represents
a preference for explanations involving intentionality and agency, which facilitates the formation
of a belief that a certain event is caused by the intentional behavior of agents. Thus, since this
bias does not require the existence of a prior belief to operate, it was included in the formation
category.
Agency detection bias has been studied in the domain of CTs from different perspectives, and

this has caused the co-existence of several terms to identify closely related phenomena and a large
variety of methods employed to measure this variable.
First, a few scholars focused on intentionality: if agents are the ultimate cause of a certain

event, then their behaviors must have been intentional and nonrandom. This stream of litera-
ture built on Rosset (2008), who investigated intentionality bias in a general domain by themeans
of three experimental studies to test the assumption that all actions are automatically interpreted
by humans as being intentional at first glance, until this belief is updated on second thought.
This account describes agency detection bias as a perceptual bias: “when evaluating an agent
and an action, an intentional inference is automatically activated as the cause of the action.” In
Brotherton and French (2015), intentionality bias was directly investigated in the CTs domain, by
employing a modified version of Rosset’s method which consisted of a list of 12 sentences describ-
ing an ambiguous action that could either be interpreted as intentional or nonintentional (e.g.,
“He set the house on fire” or “She kicked the dog”). They found a small, but statistically significant
correlation between general conspiracy beliefs and the tendency to make intentional inferences.
However, secondly and more commonly, several scholars have focused on measures of agency

detection such as anthropomorphism, which is defined as the tendency to attribute human-like
features, intentions and motivations to nonhuman agents’ behavior (Epley et al., 2007). This type
of bias is quite different from intentionality bias as described by Rosset (2008), as here the main
focus is on ambiguous actions performedbynonhumanagents, like objects or animals, rather than
by humans. Nevertheless, this concept has beenwidely employed by researchers to operationalize
agency detection in general. For example, Imhoff andBruder (2014) employed anthropomorphism
as a proxy of agency detection bias (they define it as hypersensitive agency detection), measured it
by the means of a validated scale called Individual Differences in Anthropomorphism Question-
naire (Waytz et al., 2010)12 and found that it was related to CTs endorsement, replicating results
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16 GAGLIARDI

from a previous study that employed the same measure, always by Bruder et al. (2013). Later, van
der Tempel and Alcock (2015) employed a different measure (Belief in the Purpose of Random
Events scale––Lindeman & Arnio, 2007) which consists of a set of 18 sentences that describe pos-
itive, neutral or negative events.13 Subjects were asked to imagine these occurrences happening
to themselves and state how much they considered them as being purposeful (where purpose
meant “planned” or “intent”). They found that hypersensitive agency detection was related to
conspiratorial ideation, as CTs usually provide individuals with agents on which they can project
responsibility for events, independently of the valence of the events (i.e., neutral, positive, or
negative events were all equally likely to trigger such bias).
On a different note, Douglas et al. (2016) investigated agency detection bias by employing

two methods: anthropomorphism and perceived intentionality.14 They found that both these
measures were related to conspiracy beliefs. Finally, in a series of studies included in the afore-
mentioned paper by Bortherton and French (2015), authors investigated anthropomorphism
and intentionality, by the means of the Individual Differences in Anthropomorphism Ques-
tionnaire, finding a positive correlation with conspiracy beliefs. However, they could not find
any evidence that anthropomorphism was actually related to intentionality bias, as it should
be (since they are both dimensions of agency detection). In their Study 3, they found that
subjects with higher levels of anthropomorphism “were no more likely to interpret ambigu-
ous sentences as intentional.” Also, they found that the relation between anthropomorphism
and conspiracy beliefs was stronger and more significant than the relation with intentional-
ity bias, hence the former cannot be justified in terms of biased attribution of intentions. This
has led the authors to argue that these two dimensions are actually two distinct traits measur-
ing different things: intentionality bias is a tendency to make immediate intentional inferences
on ambiguous human actions, whereas anthropomorphism reflects a broader attitude towards
reality.
One final proxy of agency detection is teleological thinking, which is defined as the tendency

to ascribe a final cause to natural events (Gonzales Galli & Meinardi, 2011) and often implies the
existence of an entity, for instance a divinity. Wagner-Egger et al. (2018) found that teleological
bias was moderately correlated with conspiracist ideation and creationism, which were in turn
correlated with each other.

4 UPDATING CONSPIRACY BELIEFS

The biased cognitive processes reviewed so far contribute to the formation of conspiracy beliefs.
Conspiracy believers attributemore probability to causal explanations that co-occur with the con-
sequences of such events (conjunction fallacy), that are proportional to the effects (proportional
bias) or that are intentional (agency detection bias). However, another important perspective
of investigation is how distortions influence the updating process of conspiracy beliefs: once
the belief has been formed, new evidence gets collected and processed in a biased way. Thus,
this categorization implies that a prior belief already exists. For example, confirmation bias
distorts the collection of new evidence towards pieces of information that are consistent with
previously held beliefs. Consequently, biases reviewed in this section contribute to the pro-
cess in a post-belief moment (i.e., when a prior already exists), as they require the existence
of a prior to operate. In the following paragraphs, I will review the existing evidence for such
processes.
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GAGLIARDI 17

4.1 Confirmation bias

Collection of new evidence can be limited by a biased process of interpreting new data that
systematically takes into account only consistent information,while neglecting ormisinterpreting
disconfirmatory evidence. Suchmechanism is commonly knownas confirmation bias (Nickerson,
1998). According to Miller et al. (2016, p. 826), “once a CT is endorsed, confirmation bias often
kicks in, leading individuals to seek out and perceive consistent information, thus solidifying the
belief.” When disconfirming pieces of evidence are encountered, conspiracy believers might (i)
simply ignore it, or (ii) produce fake evidence against it, or (iii) interpret it in a way that corrobo-
rates their prior beliefs. According to Rabin and Schrag’s (1999) model of confirmation bias, even
with infinite amount of correct information, one individual can still get convinced of the wrong
hypothesis, as when she encounters a signal that counters her belief about the state of the world,
such signal gets unconsciously misread.
By definition, confirmation bias describes the tendency to seek new evidence that is consistent

with previously held beliefs. Thus, it is a distortion that necessarily occurs in a phase in which the
conspiracy belief has already been formed and new belief-relevant information has to be incor-
porated (or disregarded) into a previously formed belief. For this reason, it was classified as a bias
contributing to the belief updating process, as it requires the existence of a prior.
As mentioned above, CTs are in fact unfalsifiable, as one cannot produce any piece of evidence

that contradicts the theory. Any attempt to prove the theorywrong is actually considered as part of
the plot on which the theory is built. From this point of view, CTs are by definition the “ultimate
case” of confirmation bias (Wagner-Egger, 2022). In this sense, CTs have a built-in defense system
that make them immune to fact-checking. As a result, individuals with conspiratorial attitudes
might get further polarized: instead of updating their beliefs in the right direction, believersmight
actually end up being more in favor of their initial position.
Lord et al. (1979) documented a phenomenon called biased assimilation that closely resembles

confirmation bias; in their study, individuals who held strong opinions on socio-political topics
tended to be biased by their own accounts in the process of analyzing new evidence. Specifi-
cally, individuals were uncritical towards corroborating evidence but critical towards contrary
evidence, consistently with the definition of confirmation bias by Nickerson (1998). McHoskey
(1995) successfully replicated these results, by investigating confirmation bias in the CTs domain,
specifically focusing on false narratives on the assassination of President John Kennedy. In this
study, subjectswere first surveyed on their attitudes towards the cause of President assassination,15
and then were presented with one of two texts of equal length supporting each theory. After read-
ing the texts, subjectswere asked to repeat the initial survey, to find outwhether their attitudes had
changed. Not only they found that biased assimilation occurred, as individuals with pre-existing
attitudes rated consistent information as more trustworthy than competing information, but they
also found that attitude polarization in individuals who endorsed the CT was stronger than in
individuals who endorsed the official account of events.
More recently, Kuhn et al. (2021) investigated the role of confirmation bias in conspiracy

beliefs by employing the Bias Against Disconfirmatory Evidence task (Woodward et al., 2006).
Essentially, the task consists in a series of ambiguous scenarios being sequentially presented to
participants; at each step, scenarios become less ambiguous, and subjects are asked to evaluate the
strength of some hypotheses, based on the available evidence, which can be confirming or discon-
firming. A disproportionately focus on confirming information in updating their beliefs is a sign
of confirmation bias at work. It was found that a greater bias against disconfirmatory evidence
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18 GAGLIARDI

predicted higher levels of specific conspiracy beliefs. By employing a similar task, Georgiou et al.
(2021) found that belief flexibility was negatively correlated with conspiracy beliefs in a sample of
more than 500 adults with varying levels of autistic traits.
Although several commentaries (e.g., Jussim et al., 2019; Leman, 2007;Myers, 2019;Weigmann,

2018) address confirmation bias as one of the most relevant phenomena for conspiracism and
despite this being very plausible, it should be noted that evidence supporting such hypothesis in
the CTs domain is still scarce. On a different note, a recent study by Jiménez et al. (2020) found
no evidence that pre-existing vaccine attitudes influenced perception of severity and recall of the
symptoms of the disease aimed to prevent through vaccination.
One thing that should be noted is that confirmation bias may be interpreted in terms of moti-

vated reasoning (Bénabou, 2015), which implies that such cognitive error does not occur in a
vacuum: it is not simply an undirected statistical error, it is actually goal-oriented. Bénabou (2015)
gives the example of self-judgments in depressive versus nondepressive individuals: only the for-
mer would interpret ambiguous cues (e.g., someone insistently looking at them) as corroborating
their a priori negative self-views because of lack of self-confidence (Alloy & Abrahmson, 1979).
Bénabou and Tirole (2016) interpret this phenomenon as self-serving, because cognitive distor-
tions are oriented (sometimes unconsciously) towards making beliefs advantageous to the self.16
Following this reasoning, in the CTs domain, believers who already endorse certain theories will
incur in biased information-seeking behaviors as they will collect only corroborating evidence as
a way to serve their own goals (e.g., to preserve a conspiracy belief that is relevant for their belief
system).
This account of confirmation bias moves beyond the bounded rationality framework, which

generally postulates that more sophisticated thinkers are less likely to fall victim of poor reason-
ing and are less prone to cognitive biases. In fact, Kahan et al. (2017) found that even more than
average sophisticated individuals commit confirmation bias when updating beliefs that are ideo-
logically relevant for one’s identity.17 If confirmation bias occurs independently of the cognitive
style of the believer, then results showing that analytical thinking and higher education are neg-
atively correlated with conspiracy beliefs (e.g., Gligorić et al., 2021) are not useful in assessing
the susceptibility of conspiracy believers to confirmation bias. However, a distinction should be
made between biases that are indeed the byproduct of motivated reasoning and those which stem
from lack of sophistication. In fact, while the motivated reasoning account can apply to mistakes
involved inmaking sense of and interpreting contradictory evidence, it does not necessarily apply
to other kinds of cognitive biases, where less sophistication in thinking does in fact play a role,
such as loss aversion or hyperbolic discounting (Frederick, 2005). However, it certainly can be
applied to cognitive biases that are involved in CTs that fulfill ideological and psychological needs
(Miller et al., 2016).

4.2 Availability bias

Availability bias is the systematic error related to the tendency to rely on the most available piece
of information in one’s memory when making judgment or estimating the likelihood of an event
(Tversky & Kahneman, 1973). Please note that following this definition, one may also consider
availability bias as an error which contributes to belief formation phase. In fact, one may form a
belief only after encountering a certain piece of information for several times. However, following
Connors and Halligan (2015) model of belief formation, I assume that individuals form a belief
whenever new information is met for the first time. Consequently, when individuals encounter
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the information for the second or third time, they are already revising the previously formed belief,
and thus, repetition strengthens it. For this reason, availability bias was included in the class of
updating biases, as it necessarily implies the existence of a prior.
This phenomenon can influence CTs endorsement as the ease with which individuals can

recall anecdotes and facts might corroborate their erroneous beliefs. Also, since sensationalistic
phenomena—which are at the core of CTs (Brotherton & French, 2014)—usually receive copi-
ous media coverage, involving unverified facts, deceptive journalism (Govaert et al., 2020) and
plain disinformation in the news (Tsfati et al., 2020), it is very likely that these pieces of erroneous
information will easily stick with conspiracy theorists’ minds.
Moreover, as Enke and Zimmermann (2017) argued, since news outlets tend to rely on the same

sources, news are often similar and this results in an over-share of the same narratives, that get
repeated over and over through media. The problem, they argue, is that individuals neglect the
correlation between apparently different news and “double-count” the signals about the state of
the world, polarizing their opinion on the topic. Correlation neglect can indeed increase availabil-
ity of one piece of informationmore than it would normally happen if individuals were aware that
the different news they are consuming share the same source (thus, they are the same signals).
This hypothesis on availability bias is derived from studies on the impact of media coverage

on the salience of information, and ultimately, the perception of reality. These studies usually
employ designs in which media exposure is experimentally manipulated (e.g., subjects are made
to watch specific news) or simply implicit (e.g., subjects should be more aware of news because of
their nationality). An example of the latter category is Eisenman (1993), in which it was found that
subjects had amisperception about the increase of druguse in theUnited States in the 90’s thatwas
due to the excessive media coverage of drug cases at that time. Coverage throughmedia and other
channels of communication (e.g., interpersonal conversations) can indeed distort risk perceptions
and frequency perceptions of events in the real world. In order to investigate this, Tyler and Cook
(1984) adopted a different, more direct approach, by examining howmedia coverage about abuses
in home health care would increase societal and individual perception of risk. For example, in
Study 1, authors divided subjects in two groups and contacted the subjects 1–2 weeks before the
experimental task: the experimental groupwas asked towatch an upcoming 20-minNBCprogram
about the topic, while the control groupwas asked towatch another television program thatwould
be aired at the same time, in order to avoid that control subjects would watch the target program.
At the societal level, subjects were asked to report the magnitude of the issue of home health care
abuses, while at the individual level, they were asked to report how they feel at risk that they
will not be able to find fraud-free programs of home health care. Their studies confirm that media
coverage has an influence on risk perceptions, but only at the societal level; in other words, media
impact through exposure is mostly impersonal.
Generally speaking, increasing availability through repetition has been found to lead to an

inflation of judgments of truth about statements, independently of their actual truth (for a meta-
analysis, see Dechêne et al., 2010). Such phenomenon is commonly defined as the “truth effect,”
and in the field of conspiracy studies, it has been investigated by Béna et al. (2023), though not
explicitly framing it as “availability bias.” Authors found that repeated statements about CTs were
judged as being more true than new statements. Thus, increasing exposure to certain false narra-
tives has been shown to increase their credibility. Moreover, in a previous pre-print also by Béna
et al. (2023), authors found that CTs which were perceived as familiar were more likely to be
regarded as true, with respect to never heard before CTs.
Not only excessive media coverage of real facts impacts beliefs on reality, but also fictional

media exposure does. Ost et al. (2008) exploited the tragic event of the explosion of the No. 30 bus
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20 GAGLIARDI

in Tavistock Square, London on July 7th, 2005 as the target event for their experiment in which
they compared responses by subjects from UK and responses by subjects from Sweden. Subjects
were asked to report if they had watched three types of footages of the accident, with two of them
being fake. Subjects fromUKweremore likely to report that they had seen all three types of news,
compared to subjects from Sweden. Authors concluded that media exposure to disinformation
contribute to the formation of false memories.
Salience of certain narratives can also be increased by exposure to entertainment products and

media, such as books andmovies. Butler et al. (1995, p. 245) provides a good example of this mech-
anism, as experimenters asked participants to watchOliver Stone’s controversial film “JFK” about
the assassination of the President John F. Kennedy and compared their pre-view and post-view
conspiracy beliefs. After having watched the movie, subjects “attributed a greater likelihood of
involvement in the assassination to everyone listed” (including Cuban exiles, weapons manufac-
turers, CIA, etc.) except for Oswald, Mafia, and the Dallas police. In a similar vein, Douglas and
Sutton (2008) measured conspiracy beliefs about Princess Diana’s assassination in subjects who
were asked to read popular CTs on the subject, finding a greater endorsement when compared to
the control group who did not receive any information.
Media coverage is not the only channel through which availability bias can be triggered. For

example, in the vaccine hesitancy literature, several studies underline the negative importance
of exposure to rare adverse events in the vaccination decision-making process (for a review, see
Azarpanah et al., 2021). Such information may come from the media, but also from detailed
reports, which are handed out to patients before getting vaccinated, or from personal advice com-
ing from health-care providers with antivaccination attitudes (MacDonald & Dubé, 2015). All of
these sources canmake rare adverse events excessively salient in patients’ minds, leading them to
overestimate the likelihood that such casesmight occur to them and ultimately to become vaccine
hesitant.
Again, although several scholars refer to availability bias as another important driver for

updating conspiracy beliefs (e.g., Myers, 2019), to our knowledge, there is no empirical evidence
supporting this hypothesis. The main assumption is that once an individual becomes aware of
and endorses one CT, repetition through exposure strengthens the belief.18

4.3 Overconfidence

Overconfidence is an excess of self-confidence, which leads individuals to overestimate their own
abilities (in terms of performance, often in comparison to the abilities of others) and the accu-
racy of their own judgments and beliefs (Moore & Schatz, 2017). Overconfidence is a form of
self-deception, which is always self-serving, as the distorted beliefs it produces are always in the
interest of the self. Overconfidence limits the process of belief updating as it may make beliefs
highly resistant to change. If one individual feels that her beliefs have a high explanatory power
and/or overestimate her degree of competence on a given subject, this might prevent her from
encountering new disconfirming pieces of evidence. Just like with confirmation bias, overesti-
mation of beliefs implies the existence of previously held beliefs, thus overconfidence has been
classified as a bias affecting belief updating.
When individuals are overly confident, they mis-calibrate their judgments on their skills and

might fail to take action in order to improve them. For example, students who are overconfident
about their preparationmight fail to study enough for the exams (Miller&Geraci, 2011).Moreover,
overconfident individualsmight be less willing to confront with othermore skilled people, as they
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feel like they have nothing to learn fromothers, since they already consider themselves the experts
(Sheldon et al., 2014). This behavioral pattern is commonly defined as the Dunning–Kruger effect
(Kruger & Dunning, 1999), a cognitive bias based on lack of self-awareness of one’s own skills,
that leads the individual to self-overestimation with respect to other people––however, this the-
ory has recently received some criticism, as data from the original study could also be explained
statistically in terms of regression to the mean (Magnus & Peresetsky, 2022).
Griffin and Tversky (1992) proposed a notion of confidence that can be decomposed in two

dimensions of evidence: its strength and its validity. For example, to evaluate a recommendation
letter for a student, a professor might consider its strength (e.g., the warmth of the letter) and its
validity (e.g., the credibility of the writer). Individuals are normatively assumed to balance these
two features, but they actually tend to rely more on the strength of the impression and then make
adjustments in response to its weight, in an anchor-and-adjust fashion (Quattrone, 1982). Griffin
and Tversky (1992) argue that individuals tend to be overconfident when strength is high and
validity is low. In the case of conspiracy beliefs, this may occur when the emotional salience or
personal relevance of the evidence is high.
For the purpose of this review, we focus on overconfidence that is related to the self-assessment

of the explanatory power of one’s beliefs. In fact, in the conspiracy beliefs domain, overconfidence
has been found to lead believers to (i) attribute a greater explanatory power to incorrect beliefs
and (ii) fail to update their beliefs since they are not willing to collect new evidence, especially if
it comes from sources that belong to opposite side of their political spectrum.
Regarding the first point, Vitriol and Marsh (2018) argue that since common people have only

a superficial understanding of complex phenomena, they are not able to accurately estimate the
quality and the depth of their explanations of events, leading them to be overconfident about their
beliefs. In a previous work by Marsh and Vitriol (2018), they deemed it as “explanation hubris,”
recalling the ancient Greek term for excessive pride and outrage, but they actually borrow this
concept from Rozenblit and Keil (2002) Illusion of Explanatory Depth framework, in which it was
found that subjects who significantly overestimated their understanding of everyday objects (cell
phones, sewing machines, and zippers), after being asked to write a brief but detailed descrip-
tion of how these items work, tended to downwards rerate their own knowledge. In Vitriol and
Marsh (2018), subjects were asked to perform a similar task, but this time they had to rate their
understanding of political phenomena. It is interesting to note that in their experimental design,
the post-explanation rating of their knowledge had the purpose of assessing the extent to which
subjects remained self-confident of the accuracy of their previous beliefs. The act of providing an
explanation was designed to make subjects recalibrate their assessment about their knowledge.
Finally, authors intended to investigate how this biased updating process was related to conspir-
acy beliefs. Consistently with previous literature on Illusion of Explanatory Depth, they found that
post-explanation ratings generally tended to decrease; however, subjects who stayed confident of
their political knowledge post-explanation were more likely to endorse conspiracy beliefs. This
result was valid at the general level of conspiratorial beliefs (measured by the means of Generic
Conspiracy Beliefs scale), but also when specific conspiracy beliefs were investigated. In fact, they
also looked into the relationship between Illusion of Explanatory Depth and conspiratorial beliefs
about the 2016 USA election. Specifically, they found that individuals who were more confident
about their understanding of 2016 election post-explanation were also more likely to believe that
the result of the election was illegitimate. This relationship, they found, was also mediated by
vote choice: post-explanation confidence was still stronger among those who voted for the losing
candidate (Clinton) than among those who voted for the winning one (Trump). Finally, authors
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22 GAGLIARDI

argue that requiring believers to explain the causalmechanismof key features of aCT they endorse
might reduce the confidence they have in their belief.
Regarding the second point (i.e., failing to collect new evidence to update one’s belief), Vranic

et al. (2022) investigated the relationship between conspiratorial ideation and correlates of trust
in science, which are key features of scientific communication. Among these variables, they
included demographics, political orientation, and overconfidence in own’s reasoning. They argue
that metacognitive deficits as the Dunning–Kruger effect can contribute to conspiracy beliefs as
they ultimately lead to polarization, because it reduces the likelihood that overconfident people
will come across different sources of information. People might refuse to accept opinions and
knowledge coming from the other side of the political spectrum, which, in the case of conspiracy
theorists, could be represented by authorities and official institutions. To measure participants’
overconfidence in their own reasoning, Vranic et al. (2022) made subjects complete a syllogisms
test, after which they had to report the number of correct answers. Overconfidence was computed
as the difference between actual and estimated performance, and it was found to correlate with
the endorsement of Covid-19 CTs. Authors argue that lack of awareness of the quality of one’s
knowledge make believers unable to distinguish between science, leading them towards the I did
my own research thinking trap.
Finally, in a recent study by Giuliani and Presaghi (2023), overconfidence was investigated in

relation to conspiratorial ideation and populist attitudes in the context of Covid-19 emergency.
Specifically, the authors focused on subjects’ overconfidence regarding the risks of Covid-19 infec-
tion by employing a specific scale.19 They found that being overconfident about the perceived risks
of the disease increases the likelihood of not complying with preventive health measures and it is
positively associated with general conspiracy beliefs. However, unlike Vitriol and Marsh (2018),
in this study, overconfidence was not conceptualized as the confidence about the quality of one’s
explanations of events, neither as the confidence about one’s reasoning skills (Vranic et al., 2022),
but rather as the confidence in one’s ability to predict her (low) risks.
Finally, just like confirmation bias, overconfidence may be a case of motivated reasoning

(Thaler, 2021). In other words, when individuals collect feedback about their performance to
update the self-assessment of their own skills, they might distort information in a direction that
is self-enhancing (Bénabou & Tirole, 2002).

5 CONCLUDING REMARKS

In this paper, I have shown that there has been a paradigm shift in how conspiracy beliefs have
been investigated in socio-cognitive terms at the individual level. In the early stages of conspir-
acy studies, researchers focused on general beliefs systems. According to this account, conspiracy
believers hold a conspiracy mentality, a network of interrelated conspiracy beliefs, each one of
them reinforcing the other. However, it was found that even contradicting conspiracy beliefs were
related to each other, thus researchers resorted to an attitudinal explanation: conspiracymentality
is a generalized attitude, which conceptualizes the society as being secretly dominated by conspir-
acies (nuclear idea approach). Finally, some authors proposed a conceptual shift (van Prooijen,
2018): from a set of beliefs or a set of attitudes to a set of cognitive processes. Conspiracy mentality
is the consequence of a set of systematic cognitive errors (cognitive biases), which in turn derive
from simplified and intuitive rules of reasoning (heuristics). In this paper, I reviewed the avail-
able experimental evidence in the field of social and cognitive psychology, clarifying the role of
cognitive biases in conspiracy beliefs, as it has been shown that susceptibility to such mistakes is
associated with conspiracism.
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However, as with any other attempt to explain social phenomena by employing the heuristics
and biases research program, there are a few questions left unanswered that posit a challenge for
future research:

1. First, if cognitive biases are so widespread and they are linked to epistemically suspect beliefs,
then why are not we all conspiracy theorists? Individual and cultural differences in suscepti-
bility to cognitive biases could be a possible explanation. In other words, not all of those who
generally commit cognitive mistakes are conspiracy theorists, but those who commit more of
such errors tend on average to hold more of such beliefs. Moreover, focusing exclusively on
cognitive factors may induce us to underestimate the importance of social and political fac-
tors, which may in turn influence individual susceptibility to systematic errors (e.g., lack of
education). In fact, such cognitive approach seems to be anchored to a strongly individualistic
view of conspiracism, which seems to underweight the role of social engagement in conspir-
acism (Wagner-Egger et al., 2022). Incorporating the cognitive biases approach into research
on socio-political factors could also help us considering systematic errors in judgments (or at
least, some of them) as cognitive strategies that serve political ideology and identitarian pur-
poses. Thus, future efforts to investigate cognitive biases should put more focus on the motives
behind such errors to integrate this approach into other lines of conspiracy research.

2. What is the role of motivation behind cognitive mistakes? Cognitive biases are not necessarily
blind statistical errors, as we have seen in the case of confirmation bias and overconfidence.
Whenever there is room for self-oriented motivated reasoning (e.g., self-deception to protect
one’s identity, self-enhancing beliefs), motivation can play a role in triggering cognitive biases,
and ultimately, conspiracy beliefs. For example, Imhoff and Lamberty (2017) found that con-
spiracy beliefs satisfy individuals’ need for uniqueness––that is, the need to feel special and
“stick out from the crowd”—but they also satisfy social and existential needs (Douglas et al.,
2017). In any case, whatever the ultimate reason for believing, reviewed literature suggests that
believers follow well-established biased patterns of reasoning to form and update their erro-
neous beliefs. In otherwords, cognitive biases play an activating role for conspiratorial ideation,
a sine qua non. This means that maybe not all of those who commit cognitive mistakes are
conspiracy theorists, but, as studies have shown, those who hold conspiracy beliefs commit on
averagemore cognitive mistakes. As a consequence, CTs are narratives built to look appealing
for and “to tempt” intuitive style of thinking.

3. Finally, if cognitive biases are to blame for conspiracy beliefs, what should we do to mitigate
them? A recent stream of literature has shown that debiasing strategies are often successful
in mitigating biases (Korteling et al., 2021), but to our knowledge, there is still no evidence
that they work for individuals who believe CTs. On the one hand, debiasing might work better
than debunking, as while the latter is about showing how a certain concept is wrong (Den-
tith, 2021), the former is more about making people aware of how certain reasoning processes
can produce systematic errors. Moreover, simply providing individuals with corrective infor-
mation may lead to a backfire effect (Lewandosky et al., 2012), where previous attitudes get
strengthened, if messages are not conveyed in a world-view consonant frame (Kahan et al.,
2011). This is consistent with the notion of confirmation bias reviewed in this paper and also
with studies on polarization in public discourse. Nevertheless, works (e.g., Van DerMeer et al.,
2020) on corrective information underline the important role of providing factual elaboration
on debunking attempts, rather than mere rebuttal of false narratives. As we have mentioned
before, proving a CT wrong somehow legitimizes it, especially when it is official authorities
that select which theories have to be debunked and which are simply to be ignored (Sunstein
& Vermeule, 2008).
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Debiasing, instead, could be a solution that deals with the root of the problem, or at least, it
tackles the issue at a higher level thanmere debunking. One example of debiasing, previously dis-
cussed in this paper, is priming rationality. Swami et al. (2014) succeeded in decreasing the level of
conspiracy beliefs through a verbal fluency task. However, Bago et al. (2022) found much smaller
effects, and also found that increasing deliberation has an effect on belief accuracy only for those
individuals with a strong anticonspiracy or a strong pro-conspiracy mindset, raising doubts on
the whole approach of increasing deliberation through experimental tasks. Furthermore, a recent
work by Véckalov et al. (2024) has failed to replicate results by Swami et al. (2014), showing that
neither verbal fluency task nor the difficult-to-read fonts did elicit analytic thinking, and did not
impact conspiracy beliefs, raising doubts about the viability and replicability of de-biasing strate-
gies. Other more specific debiasing approaches have been tested as well. For example, Siebert
and Siebert (2023) compared three different strategies: the awareness-raising technique (Aczel
et al., 2015), where people get trained about their own cognitive biases, the counter-explanation
technique (Anderson, 1982), where people were asked to produce causal explanations for an alter-
native hypothesis, and the counter-speech technique, which mostly revolves around refutations.
While all of these techniques succeeded in mitigating belief perseverance bias (i.e., individuals
persevering in their biased beliefs after being exposed to disconfirming evidence), it appears that
counter-speech strategies were the most effective.
As argued before in this paper with respect to bias research in general, also debiasing strategies

must take into account the varied nature of cognitive biases. Debiasing a confirmation bias, which
has strong implications for one’s identity, is a very different thing from debiasing an anchoring
bias. These concerns are supported by evidence showing that those who are motivated in their
biased reasoning are more resistant to debiasing interventions (Christensen & Moynihan, 2022).
In conclusion, this review of the role of cognitive biases in conspiracy beliefs has shed light on

the complex and multifaceted nature of this phenomenon. While it is clear that cognitive biases
play a significant role in shaping individuals’ beliefs and attitudes towards CTs, there is still much
to learn about how and why this happens.
Future theoretical and experimental efforts should take into account some classification of

cognitive biases to disentangle different phenomena. Whether this classification is based on the
existence of priors, like the one proposed in this review, or on the purpose of certain cognitive
strategies, like Baron’s (2008) classification of biases, I argue that more preciseness and parsi-
mony in bias research in conspiracy studies is necessary to gain a deeper understanding of how
such varied and complex phenomena contribute to unwarranted beliefs.
The classification I proposed might be useful to investigate individual differences in terms of

susceptibility to cognitive biases, based on the role such fallacies play for conspiracist ideation.
For instance, canwe distinguish different categories of believers based onwhich biases they suffer
from? Can we categorize CTs based on which biases they capitalize on? Further research on these
topics might enable us to generate and test new hypothesis, while making concepts and notions
clearer.
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ENDNOTES
1However, while this perspective can help rethinking conspiracy beliefs as part of human condition, it also raises
questions on the relatively lowwidespread of such beliefs (Cassam, 2019). If we are all affected by cognitive biases,
which are related to conspiracy beliefs, thenwhy are not we all conspiracy theorists? I will try to discuss this topic
in the last section of this paper.

2 It should be noted that in conspiracy studies, the term “belief system” is used to define a network of themed
beliefs that usually reinforce one another in a system of interrelations. Hence, it is a very distinct notion with
respect to how this term is used in economics and in game theoretical settings. With regard to the definition of
belief itself, instead, cognitive psychology defines a belief as amental state that represents the internal acceptance
of the validity or actuality of some idea (Schwitzgebel, 2010). The act of internally accepting its validity can be
conceptualized as a subjective probability attribution to a certain state of the world. Thus, beliefs entail two
features: (i) a representation of the world and (ii) a judgmental act which evaluates such stance as being true
(Connors & Halligan 2015).

3However, recently, scholars have questioned these counterintuitive results by observing this apparent contradic-
tion from a different perspective; on a second look, many competing conspiracy beliefs may be not as mutually
exclusive as they appear (Walker, 2023).

4However, the pre-existence of older CTs does in fact predict endorsement for newer ones over time (Granados
Samayoa et al., 2022).

5One way to think about it is using the famous Tinbergen’s “four questions” framework (1963). According to Tin-
bergen, a behavior can be explained under four dimensions, two of which are ultimate––its function (why does
that behavior exist?) and its evolution (how did it evolve?)––and two are proximate––its causation (what are the
mechanisms behind it?) and its development (how does the behavior develop during the lifetime of an individ-
ual?). In this framework, cognitive biases could be considered as proximate reasons (amechanism) for conspiracy
beliefs, while attitudes and other antecedents play a functional role and should be considered as ultimate reasons.

6However, as I will show in the following sections, however, this link between conspiracism and dual-process
theory is not so straightforward, and it may not apply to all cognitive biases.

7However, Binnendyk and Pennycook (2022) cited confirmation bias as a special case of “excessive deliberation”
facilitating intuitions, quoting results indicating that those who do not revise their beliefs according to evidence
tend to be more conspiratorial (Pennycook et al. 2020).

8Other classificationswere also possible. For example, following theOverfittingHypothesis (Hattersley et al. 2022),
biases could have been classified between those that reduce cognitive dissonance (e.g., confirmation bias) and
those that do not, but I reckon that such classification would only be possible if we assume that any cogni-
tive bias is a form of motivated reasoning, thus a goal-oriented reasoning process, and that is not necessarily
true.

9Another important set of deviations derive from data neglection, such as the base rate neglect. However, for the
purpose of this study, we are going to focus on violations of probabilistic rules.

10 It should be noted, however, that while in Brotherton and French (2014), the conjunction statements only implic-
itly implied a causal connection between the two events, in Wabnegger et al. (2021), this connection is explicitly
verbalized through the adverb “thus”; this feature may have suggested the causality perception in respondents
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who committed the conjunction fallacy, provided that, independently of the causality connection, it is still a
violation of probabilistic laws.

11 In their study, however, they found that the link between conspiracy beliefs and reasoning biases is nonlinear.
12An example of the items included in this scale is “To what extent does a television set experience emotions?.”
13An example of the items included in this scale is “A stone falls from a scaffold and seriously injures you.”
14 Interestingly, perceived intentionality was measured by a classical psychology task, the Heider and Simmel’s
short film (1944), which is a short ambiguous video that shows geometrical figures moving in a space, evoking
living beings acting and behaving agentically.

15Surveywas based on this single item: “Do you believe that President JohnF. Kennedywas killed by a lone assassin
named Lee Harvey Oswald, or that there were multiple assassins, and therefore a conspiracy to kill President
Kennedy?”

16They are not advantageous in the sense that they necessarily self-enhance one’s identity (e.g., exaggerated positive
beliefs about the self in overconfident individuals), but in the sense that they always reinforce one’s previously
existing beliefs.

17According to this account, cognitive mistakes do actually serve a purpose, and this is especially true for those
updating errors that concern value-loaded issues, such as gun control, abortion, and so forth, around which CTs
are quite often built (e.g., vaccination, climate change, etc.)

18One thing that must be noted, though, is that while confirmation bias is about partisanship and ideology, avail-
ability bias is all about saliency. The more one piece of information is salient, the more individuals will attribute
likelihood to it. Instead, for someone who biasedly seeks for corroborating information, it only takes few pieces
of evidence to be furtherly convinced. Instead, for someone who simply relies on the availability of information,
repetition is what truly makes beliefs stick. In that sense, further research should focus on differentiating dif-
ferent “types” of believers based on different underlying cognitive processes, and, consequently, on the different
goals they may pursue.

19An example of the items included in this scale is: “Being infected by Covid-19 won’t have severe consequences
for me.”
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